
Journal of Applied Mechanical Engineering is Longdom
Publishing SL journal which leading international publishers of
open access journal. Applied Mechanical Engineering being vast,
deep and multidisciplinary in nature, an abstract perspective of
the current and trending research and scholarly activities
becomes important for effective translation into engineering
collaborations. The journal aims to achieve this objective by
publishing latest reviews and expert opinions from all across the
world on an open access platform thus providing seamless access
to mechanical engineering professionals, thus updating their
informational needs. This editorial tracks the scientific
contributions published by the journal in this year and reflects
their overall impact and relevance for advancement of the
current understanding in Mechanical Engineering.

In this journal some eminent researchers from different
countries of continents part of our Editorial Board. Some of
them; Dr. Chuan Chiang Chen is from USA; he is an associate
professor at the California State Polytechnic University, Pomona,
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EDITORIAL USA. Dr. Sofia D Panteliou is from Greece, she is Executive
Editor of our journal and Associate Professor of Department of
Mechanical Engineering and Aeronautics University of Patras in
Greece. Dr. Yu Lung Lo is from Taiwan, Executive Editor of our
Journal and currently Professor of Department of Mechanical
Engineering of NCKU-National Cheng Kung University in
Tainan.

Similarly for peer view process we have some eminent
researchers are part of our Reviewer Board as a reviewer.
Reviewers are cooperating and support for entire review process.
On time they submit comments and make easy to process
articles. Some of them; Seyedalireza Rozati is from USA, Abedi
Hossein, Nega Alem etc.

The journal includes a wide range of fields in its discipline to
create a platform for the authors to make their contribution
towards the journal and the editorial office promises a peer
review process for the submitted manuscripts for the quality of
publishing.
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